High cervical cord injury after accidental pencil stab

Sir,
Penetrating injuries of the spine are uncommon in most parts of the world except in South Africa.[1] Commonly used weapons are knives, bicycle spokes, ice-picks, and screwdrivers. Most of the pencil injuries have been reported to occur in or around the orbital region.[2,3] There has been a report of vertebral body granuloma of the cervical region following a pencil stab injury[4] but we could not find any mention of cervical spinal cord injury from a pencil stabbing.

A 7-year-old male was brought into emergency services after falling over a writing pencil when he was hit by his teacher in the school. He was injured in the upper lateral aspect of the neck on the right side. The tip of the pencil entered through the skin just below the right mastoid process. The pencil was immediately withdrawn and there was no breakage of the pencil tip. The patient developed right upper and lower limb weakness with a cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leak from the punctured neck wound. After admission (24 hours after the injury) he complained of neck pain and fever. A neurological examination showed an alert and co-operative boy with right upper and lower limb pyramidal weakness, he in addition also had weakness of the right trapezius and sternomastoid muscles. There was no sensory impairment. Active neck movements were mildly painful but within normal range.

Plain X-rays of the craniovertebral junction and cervical spine were normal. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the cervical spine showed an intramedullary hyperintense signal at the C5-C6 level suggestive of cord contusion. The paraspinal tissue on the right side showed a hyper intense signal in the T1 weighted image due to the soft tissue edema [Figure 1]. Within 72 hours of antibiotic therapy, the boy became afebrile but remained hemiplegic. The CSF leak stopped within 48 hours. Gradually, he improved and motor power improved to Grade 3/5 in 2 weeks. At the follow-up visit 6 weeks later, the power had improved to Grade 4/5 with some spasticity and the patient was walking without support.

Data regarding pencil lead injuries of the cervical spine are unavailable. Common entry sides of pencil lead injuries include the lower, outer region of the orbit and the inner canthus. Our case of accidental pencil stab injury of the spinal cord causing cord contusion is thus unique.
The spinal cord may be injured directly by the weapon or by indriven bony fragments. The damage to the cord may be either direct or indirect due to impaired arterial supply or venous drainage with resulting hemorrhage or edema.\[^{[1,5]}\] The indriven fragment of the weapon may cause a foreign body granulomatous reaction\[^{[3]}\] or may act as a micro-traumatizing agent\[^{[6]}\] and cause delayed neurological damage. CSF leaks occur in 4 to 6% of the cases and in most instances it is transient. Approximately one-third of the patients present with a complete transaction of the cord and the remaining patients present with partial cord injury with varying forms of Brown-Sequard syndrome.\[^{[6]}\] Our patient had a pure motor deficit.

Treatment consists of local debridement, antibiotics, and antitetanus gammaglobulins. Immediate spinal exploration is generally not necessary except when there is a retained portion of the weapon or when indriven bony fragments cause neural compression.\[^{[4]}\] Sepsis (epidural or intradural abscess), granuloma formation, or persistent CSF leak also merit surgical exploration.\[^{[4,6]}\] In the present case, the patient recovered with conservative treatment by antibiotics. The absence of a retained broken fragment was fortunate for the child.
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